In this Brief Report we demonstrate, using density-functional tight-binding theory, that gallium sulfide ͑GaS͒ tubular nanostructures are stable and energetically viable. The GaS-based nanotubes have a semiconducting direct gap which grows towards the value of two-dimensional hexagonal GaS sheet and is in contrast to carbon nanotubes largely independent of chirality. We further report on the mechanical properties of the GaS-based nanotubes.
Since the first successful synthesis of carbon nanotubes by Iijima 1 in 1991, the worldwide interest in those lowdimensional nanosized materials is unbroken until now. Due to their extraordinary physical properties promising technical applications become possible. During the last decade considerable effort has been invested into controlling properties of nanotubes, for example, diameter, chirality, and structural defects during the synthesis; we refer the reader to a paper of Dai in Ref. 2 , and references within. Together with the rapid development of microscopy techniques such as transmission electron microscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, or atomic force microscopy powerful tools for manipulating the world of nanometers are available now. This new techniques allow experimental determination and measurements of properties and their goal-directed change itself. So one major field of current nanotube research is the functionalization of nanotubes to prepare for advanced technological solutions as nanoscale devices. [3] [4] [5] Simultaneously with pure carbon nanotubes there is a growing interest in studying possible tubular structures of inorganic materials. Using chemical analogy between graphite and two-dimensional ͑2D͒ layered inorganic compounds Tenne and co-workers 6 successfully produce metalchalcogenide nanotubes X-S 2 (XϭMo,W) and their related selenides. Mostly among the layered inorganic compounds are those which can form fullerenelike structures, too, see, for example, MoS 2 as an inorganic candidate. 6, 7 So up to now tubular structures of bismuth ͑Bi͒, 8 In 1998 the possible formation of gallium selenide ͑GaSe͒ nanotubes have been studied by Cote et al. 13 using an ab initio plane-wave pseudopotential method on the basis of local-density approximation. As one conclusion of their GaSe calculations they proposed also the ͑probable͒ formation of stable gallium sulfide ͑GaS͒ nanotubes. Within this work we will bring into focus these suggestions. Nowadays a variety of chemical routes to crystalline and amorphous gallium sulfide modifications are known. One route to generate gallium sulfide thin films is a chemical vapor deposition process of molecular organic precursors containing bonding information about the phase later to grow. In Refs. 14 and 15 it has been demonstrated how to use the family of tert-butyl gallium sulfide compounds to produce crystalline hexagonal GaS from ͓( t Bu) 2 Ga(S t Bu)͔ 2 , amorphous GaS from ͓( t Bu)GaS͔ 7 and cubic GaS from ͓( t Bu)GaS͔ 4 , respectively. Additionally the cubic phase of GaS is of interest for surface passivation applications in GaAs based electronic devices because of their isostructural good lattice matching to GaAs. 16 Perhaps gallium sulfide tubular structures can be found and used for novel device solutions.
To obtain the structure, energetics, and electronical and mechanical properties for possibly existing GaS-based nanotubes we performed atomistic simulations within a selfconsistent charge-density-functional based nonorthogonal tight-binding scheme ͑SCC-DFTB͒. 17, 18 Up to now a wide range of possible questions could be answered by usage of this method. We refer the reader to recent studies on silicon based tubular structures, 19 the discussion of properties of MoS 2 ͑Ref. 7͒, and exofluorinated carbon nanotubes, 20 as examples.
Experimentally it is known that hexagonal GaS has a layered ͓ . . . S-Ga-Ga-S . . . ͔ repeating unit built by sixmembered Ga 3 S 3 rings. Our DFTB calculations predict a stable hexagonal double-layered structure, shown in Fig. 1 , with bond distances of 2.48 Å and 2.37 Å for the Ga-Ga and Ga-S bond length, respectively. The bond angle for Ga-Ga-S is 115.76°and for the S-Ga-S angle we find 102.51°. In order to study the energetic viability of the corresponding GaS nanotubes, as well as to determine their possible structures and to characterize their electronic and mechanical properties, we have performed a series of calculations in which initial-guess tubular structures have been fully relaxed with respect to atomic positions and tube cell length. Initial configurations of the nanotubes were constructed by mapping a 2D sheet of double-layered hexagonal GaS with above given bond lengths onto a cylinder. In labeling these tubes we adopt the convention of Ref. 21 . We have considered both armchair nanotubes (n,n) with n͓18,30͔ and zigzag nanotubes (n,0) with n͓30,40͔. The lower bounds of the intervals are determined by the fact that we find stable tubular structures only for mean diameters larger than 36 Å.
Smaller tubes became unstable due to strong distortions of Ga-S bonds at the inner and outer surfaces of the tube. For each nanotube thus constructed, a set of structural relaxation calculations were performed, each one imposing a different axial strain on the tube, with the aim of finding the atomic configuration and lattice parameter of minimum energy. Structural relaxation was performed using the conjugate gradient technique 22 in which all atoms were allowed to relax, and no constraints were imposed on the system. Figure 2 illustrates the minimum-energy structures found for gallium sulfide ͑30,0͒ and ͑20,20͒ nanotubes, respectively. The two structures shown are representative of those found for all the other tubes considered in this work, which differ from these only in mean diameter D and thus in the number of Ga 3 S 3 rings around the section of the tube. The main results of our simulations are summarized in Table I . The above results indicate the possibility of the existence of stable tubular gallium sulfide structures. This is strongly supported by the calculation of the strain energy E S of GaS nanotubes. The strain energy is the energy difference between a tube and the planar structure it is based on. It is the work that has to be performed to change the curvature radius R from planar (R ϭϱ) to cylindrical ͑finite R) geometry. Plotting the strain energies as function of the mean diameter D , shown in Fig.  3 , they all converge roughly as ␣D Ϫ2 towards the value of the reference structure ͑infinite planar GaS sheet, E S ϭ0) as the diameter D is increased, which can be understood easily from elasticity theory. 23 For our calculations the ␣ parameter has the value 1.413 eV nm 2 GaS sheet as well as all the nanotubes considered here were found to be semiconducting with a direct band gap. In our calculations the band gap E G in the hexagonal GaS sheet was found to be 4.74 eV. Figure 4 shows the gap size E G of nanotubes as function of mean diameter D . We find that the gap size grows chirality independent towards the value of flat GaS sheet as the tube diameter is increased in a nearly E G ϭ4.74Ϫ␤/D law (␤ϭ76.8 eV Å). The discussed behavior is clearly in contrast to carbon nanotubes ͑NT's͒, where the band gap is strongly varying with diameter and chirality of the tubes, but similar to MoS 2 NT's. The crystal structure of layered GaS is closely related to that of MoS 2 . For nanotubes of MoS 2 we had predicted 25 also a reduction of the gap size with decreasing diameter due to the effect of the curvature of the S-Mo-S triple layer. This effect has been recently confirmed experimentally. 26 Such curvature effect can explain the size trend of the gap also in the double-layered GaS case.
Additionally, we studied the mechanical properties of the proposed gallium sulfide GaS nanotubes. We have calculated the Young's modulus Y and the Poisson ratio of these tubes, drawn in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Following the discussions of Hernandez, 27 we define also in case of GaS tubes two elastic moduli I. In comparison to Ref. 27 we clearly see that GaS-based nanotubes are less stiffer than other types of nanotubes hitherto considered, such as C, BN, BC 3 , BC 2 N nanotubes, but that their Young's modulus is in the range that could have been expected from the mechanical properties of bulk GaS. For pure carbon single-walled nanotubes ͑SWNT's͒ we get indeed 1.20 TPa for a ͑20,0͒ SWNT within the same DFTB method. The Poisson number measures the relative change in diameter ͑mean diameter D ) under axial stress and is defined as
where D 0 is the mean diameter at equilibrium. The Poisson ratios of GaS nanotubes are within the same range of above-mentioned carbon based composite nanotubes, see Table I and Ref. 27 again. As example we calculated the DFTB values for ͑20,0͒ and ͑20,20͒ carbon SWNT's as 0.288 and 0.283, respectively. As technical detail we mention that our value is an average value over changes in mean diameter D under different small applied stresses.
Summarizing, our calculations show that stable GaS nanotubes are energetically favorized structures and therefore could exist. All gallium sulfide GaS nanotubes, proposed in this paper have a stable semiconducting gap, independent of their chirality and converges rapidly with increasing diameter to that of the 2D layer. Our findings are also supported by the observation of tubular structures in the catalyzed growth of InS. 28 
